
VI. INDIAN SOURCES

Before we go on to a more detailed comparison of the Greek and Indian sources, it is

necessary to survey these Indian sources and discuss their chronology and reliability as

sources. Too often comparisons have been made indiscriminately, without taking notice

of chronological difficulties.l And yet, when a time gap of a thousand years or even

more separates the classical sources from the Indian they are compared with, we cannot

rely much on any correspondences. In an ideal case we should have contemporaneous

sourc€s - and the Indian sources should somehow refer to the Northwest, if possible -
but this is rarely the case. And even the few cases commonly supposed to be contempora-

neous contain more problems than is often admined. One interesting and important point

is to find out such Indian sou¡ces that can be placed with some degree of confidence

within the pre-Mauryan (and thus pre-Alexander) period. In this respect the inscriptions -
otherwise chronologically the best source, if reliably dated - are of no help as the oldest

known Indian inscriptions are those of ASoka (third century B.C.),

The chronology of lndian literature is notoriously uncertain, and in many cases there

seems to be still less reliable evidence for even an approximative date than is often sup-

posed. The "higher level of acceptance" we are sometimes asked to have2 makes every-

thing easy for us, but does not give any reliability to our conclusions. Perhaps nowadays

few think anymore that we c¿n see ¿urcient things "as they actually happened", but we

should try and approximate what happened as much as possible, proceeding from the

evidence we have and critically examining our sources without giving in to fascinating

guesswork or building castles in the air.

A full study of the literary chronology of ancient India would be very important, but

for our present purposes it is impossible and unnecessary. I shall restrict my discussion to

the sources that are in some way important for the prcsent task. The result is that there are

really very few sources \{e can with any confidence place within our period (sixth to

fourth centuries B.C.). Of course, I do not mean that ever¡hing which is not indisputably

wrinen before Alexander's Indian campaign is unusable for our purposes. But we must

be conscious ofchronological difficulties and be critical ofour sources. A post-Alexander

date gives a possibility of Hellenistic influence, but the actual cases of such influence a¡e

so few - with some well-defrned exceptions like astrology - that we cannot easily

I Ti.tncr (1930,43f. and 49ff,) is an exception. Zambrini (e.g. 1983, 1107, note 4 "la lettcratura

indiana - di cui, pcr alrro, sappiamo i quasi insormontabili osucoli ¡ær una prccisa determinazione crono-

logica') is very conscious of the diffìculty, but his viewpoint rarely involves Indian sourccs.
2 This dcmand was stated by a wcll-known Western schotar of Buddhism in an inremational sympo-

sium, when the authenticity of parts of the Päl¡ canon as sources for the Buddha was cautiously

questioned.
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VI. Indian Sources

suppose some loose element being bonowed from Greek sources (or from the Indo-

Greeks) if there is no evidence for such borrowing. I slrall come back to ttris luer.
The question of Indian text history is also very complicated. We have cases like the

Vedas, Sutra texts (Pã$inÐ and to some extent Buddhist and Jaina canonical works
(though the ñnal date oftheir canonization seems to be unforn¡nately late for our pur-

poses), where a tex¡ is transmined in a deñnitive form, often without even minor changes,

not to speak of recensions. Often tt¡is has taken place tlrough an oral tradition. And yet

there are cases where even written texts have been subjected to continuous revision

resulting in many widely different recensions. The complete textual chaos we encounter

with many of the so+alled great hrrã4as is a good example of this.3

In the following survey I sball begin with secular literature and witl¡ such cases where

more or less exact dates have been suggested. Then I shall go on to the epics and related

literature, to Dharmaßastra and to Buddhist sources. The last case will be the oldest of all,

the veda.

1. Pa4ini ndPatañjali

An important and often used source for our period is Pã4ini, dated variously in the fourth,

fifth or even sixth century 8.C.4 In any case most schola¡'s seem to agree that he be-

longs to the pre-Mauryan period, perhaps to the middle of the fourth century. As he came

from Salätura5 in ancient Gandhära he is tlrercfore supposed to have been a subject of
the Achaemenian empire, though there is no trace of this in his Açlãdhyãyí6 Other-

wise his northu,estem origin is clearly seen in the geographical horizon of his work,

which abounds in northwestem place names.? But they give no help for his chrono-

logy.

Patañjali is commonly supposed to have lived in the middle of the second century

B.C. There is also evidently a long interval between Kãtyãyana and Pata¡ljali, let us say at

least a hundred years. This gives the middle of the third century as a date for Kâtyâyana,

3 See Batterp rlhcoming (w¡ù imponarit remarks about the relation between oral and writþn litera-

nre in India). I am indcbæd to Dr. Bakkø, who gave me a manuscript copy of his unpublished articlc.
4 Among welt-known scholars in the ñeld Renou suggested the foufh or perhaps rÌ¡e fifth, Thieme ¡he

fifth or even the sixür ccotury 8,C., Agrawala about 500 B.C. See Cardona 1976,260 and Schafc t97?,

88. Kane (196E, 79) suggesß the second half of the fifù c€ntury (but adds üat the possible late date for
Pataf,jali would bring him forwa¡d some 150 years!). Still older date.s oe oæasionally giveri, but can be

dismissed herc as wholly unlikely,
5 Mentioned even by himself in P. 4, 3, 94 rüdit.l¡rur¡vrro*itùcrviri{ {ùrlciel{riye-
trl. Cf. Agrawala 1963, Eff. Sch¿rfe 1987 contains a shon account of the place itsclf.
óscharfe 1977,89,
? Agrawala 1963,3Eff.,49ff. and ?Off.
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VI. Indian Sources

who would therefore belong to the Mauryan periul. There seems funhermore to be a long

interval between Kãtyãyana and Pã4ini as well, again at least a hundred years, we are

told. Thus runs the afgument, which gives 350 B.C. as the conventional date and a

supposed terminus ad quem (as the intervals could have been longer) for Paqini.S On

the other hand, Küyay¿ura's mention of the Mauryan title dev¡ni¡ir priye probably in-

dicates that he at least cannot have been much earlier.9 There are some other arguments

for the date of Pãnini I shall take up soon, but let us discuss this interval argument ñrst'

The date of Patañjali is the key to everything. The well-known evidence apparently

giving the date c. 150 B.C. for him was presented long ago by Goldstücker (1864) and

Bhandarkar (1872).10 The mosr important point is the example given of action begun but

not finished, ihe pu¡pamiurern yõiayãmaþ "here we perform (as priests) the sacrifices

(instituted) by Pu¡pamitra".l l If Puçpamitra is the ñrst Suñga king - as he probably is -
and if Parañjali was personally ¡rmong the priests performing his sacrifice, a date in the

secon<1 century B.C. seems incontestable. In another example, this time of a known event

which one could have seen with one's own eyes, we find the interesting statements

arunad yavanah sãketam and ¡runad yavanah mãdhyamikãn "the Yavana be-

sieged Ayo<lhy/the Madhyamikas".12 This seems to refer to the Indo-Greek invasion

and has been taken as a terminus a quo, which it certainly is. Yet the exact date of this

invasion is so controversial that this terminus a quo actually tells us much less tha¡t

Bhandarkar and the others were thinking. Some additional evidence is mentioned, but its

force is much weaker and does not stand without the main arguments'13

These arguments soon roused a controversy which mostly took place on the pages of

the Indian Antiquary 0872-7Ð.t4 The main criticism came from lÈy'eber and Kielhorn,

who both argued for a late date (rÙ/eber c. 25 A.D.). Their main counter-algument was

that ir \ryas quite possible for Patañjali to use conventional examples taken from earlier

grammatical tradition otherwise lost to us. The very examples in question were used in

gr¿rmmatical literature later, too, e.g. n Kãßikâv¡lti. The controveñiy was continued by

others, and in 1920 Wintemitz could summarizæ its results by his cautious rema¡k tha¡ the

second century B.C. is a likely but by no means a certain date, and the first century A.D.

is the latest possible date for Patan¡aü.tS Ten years later, La Vallée Poussin took up the

quesrion again. He refened to earlier criticism and added the example where Patañjali

mentions the dvandva Sakayevrnam, Sakas and Yavanas as not impure Südras'16

8 Vfintemitz 1920, 390 calls ir a mere "Arbeitshypothese", but many have uken it as a more or less

conclusive argumcnt. For literary history it is perhaps good enough, but ouf chronological consideratìons

need mce, Sce also Ca¡dona 19'16,267f .
9 Scharfe lgTl,zllff , (for anorher argument pcthaps indicating the same vicw see ibid' 219tr.)'

l0 Joshi 1980, 34ff. gives a summary of both' See also Cardona 1976,2$îf ,

I I Text and ua¡rslation of Pa! on P.3,2, 123 (vertraõne lrt) according to Bhandarkar l8?2b' 300.

Puçpamitra is later often corrected to hrgyamira.
12 Text and ranslation of Pat on P, 3, 2, I I I (emdyetere ldr) according to Bhåndarkar 1812b' 299f ,

Thæe examples were already mentioned by Goldstückcr.
13 See Joshi 19E0,41f..
14 A summary is found in Joshi I 980, 40ff.
15 wintcmiu 1920, 389.
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VI. I¡¡dian Sources

According to him, a mention of the Sakas is unlikely in tl¡e second century g.C.l7 This

roused a new controversy, this time mostly in the pages of Indian Cuhure, where D.R.

Bhanda¡ka¡ and Konow defended the early date.lS But though it is quite possible that the

Saka.s were known in India as early as in the second oentury B.C. - this was their main

counter-argument - it is questionable if a people still living far away would have been

given a place - and not a very low place eittrer - in the Indian social hierarchy. This was

also pointed out by Frauwallner in his attempt to show that Patañjali's Sakas were pro-

bably already living in India.l9 Consequently, he again ended up with the first century

A.D. æ ttre probable due of Patañjali.

A late date for Patañjali is not proven. As one schola¡ puts it, "what one wishes to

conclude depends, then, on how sceptical one wishes to be".20 After all, it is quite

possible that such an early author formulated his examples himself. I am penonally

inclined ro rhink that he really belongs to the second century B.C. But it is not certain. It
may also be that he was living only in the first century 4.D., and this we must always

keep in mind if we try to build any chronological conclusions upon his due.2\

It is time now to come back ro Pã4ini and his date. If Pa¡añjali belongs only to the first

century 4,D., the working hypothesis allowing two or even three hundred years between

Pã$ini and Patañjali brings us only to the second or third century 8.C.22 A date in the

fourth century supposes tl¡e ea¡lier due for Patarijali. But even so, are these "at least a

hundred years" for each interval so certain? Sometimes changes take place quite rapidly.

And there is also the geographical factor. Par¡ini belongs to the Northwest, Kãtyãyana

perhaps to the south,23 and Puañjali probably to MadhyadeSa.u Though the Sanskrit

tradition seems quite uniform to us, the fine differcnces noted by grammarians can partly

depend on differences in local traditions. These differenses are not necessa¡ily contempo-

raneous, but changes do not take place at the same time everywhere. Therefore, I am

afraid that it is not safe to propose any such intervals as the mentioned 100 + 1002;00

years.

ló Par. on P. 2, 4, 10,
l7 h Vallée Poussin 1930, 201f. (more generally l99ff,),
18 See e.g. Konow 193?. The discussion is summarizcd in Cardona 1976, 265f ., who himself leaves it
open as inconclusive.
19 Frauwallner 1960, l08ff.
ÐCatdona 1976,2ß5.
2l I would like to quote here what wâs stâted about the question by a great Indian Indologist. Referring

lo D. C. Sircar, who in an a¡ticle (in lllo 15,633ff) defended a late date c. 100 4.D., P. V. Kane wrote:

"We should not be cocksu¡e about the daæ of the Matubh¡¡ya ard not regard 150 BC. as a certain date for
Pataftjali's Matrabhagya but should regard it only a possible or at ùe most a probable one" (Kane 1968,

7ó). This ia exætly what I have uicd to say.
22 T'hsse intenrals are discussed e.g. by Kanc (1968, 76ff.) who, with necessary scepticism and pointing

also to the posrible influencc of the geographical factor, himself sugges¡s an interval of lü)-150 years.
23 Scharfe 1977, 139. On the other hand, ûe Karyeyutasrautast¡tra do€s not con¡ain any southem ele-

mena (cf. \Ui¡zel l9E7a Ðl). For Panini see also lViu¡l 1987a,2A7 . K¡tygyana's southemess and his

date in úe Mauryur period suit well wirh ûre fact ¡hat Vûltika I on P 4, l, 175 mer¡lions, apparent-

ly for the ñrst time in Sa¡ukrit ¡¡terature, the southem Cola counry.
24 Scnarfe 197?, 153. Seæ also Deshpande 1985.
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There are more arguments for the date of Pãnini. Charpentier's Kamboja/Cambyses

argument was quite far-fetched and ca¡r be left as such.25 The word yavanãnl dæs not

prove his date as he may have known Greeks at any time from the late sixth century on-

wards.26 As to the more general idea of Pãlini belonging to a period before the real

spreading of Budclhism ,27 ¡here is little evidence thu this spreading ever took place

before ASoka. Buddhism belongs together with the early urbanization of the Ganges

region,28 and contemporaneous with ttre rising Middle Indian urban civilization the Old

Indian Vedic Sütra period still continued in the villages.29 And with the new, reduced

chronology for the Buddha himself, every other date somehow linked with that of the

Buddha will be automatically reduced, too.30 On the other hand, there is a süua teaching

the formation kumãraßrama¡ra'(virgin) girl who is a Srama4a', which could well point to

Buddhist or Jaina nuns.3l

It has been pointed out that the language used and described by Pãnini is archaic, but

this is hard to prove or give a real chronological significance to in terms of centuries.

Pâlini is related to certain Vedic texts,32 but the Vedic chronology is only based on a

working hypothesis similar to that of the early grammarians. The few fixed points of
Vedic chronology are mostly fixed from the supposed dates of the Buddha and Panini. If
these are changed, they must be changed too. And even the relation of P4ini to the Vedas

is not as clea¡ as is often supposed.33

In the light of all rhis I think we cannot confidently place Pãlini in the fourth century,

not to speak of still earlier dates.34 A long time ago Sylvain Lévi tried to show thæ

Pa¡ini belongs more or less to the time of Alexander's Indian campaign. In the Ãmbhi of
the Gaøapãtha and the Sârhkala of rhe AÇtãdhyãyr he saw the Omphis and Sangala of
the historians of Alexander.35 Be this as it may, the famous yrv.nani of Pa¡ini

25 Cha¡pentier 1923, l47ff. and criticism by La Vallée Poussin 1930,39f.
26 P, A, l, 49 i¡dr¡v¡ru¡¡bû¡v¡Srrverudrem¡{rhim-re4yeyevryrvelemitul-c-ry-4im
-aut (fcm, ao yavanais yavaaãnf). It was used by Weber a¡rd llvi as an ar8üment for a late date

(contem¡rcrary or latcr tha¡r Alcxander). It may be, æ ùere is no ccrtain evidence of an Indian knowlcdge

of Greeks bcfore Alcxandcr, but such knowledge is by no means wholly excludod, See Cardona 1976,261.
27 Yr¡inremiu 1920, 383.
28 Sa¡ao 1987.
29 Of coutse it came to the citics, too. Pat onP 2,4, l0 tr$ pumr iryrdvitrl/ grerno gtoço
oegererir ¡¡¡irviù¡ iti.
3o cf. scharfe l9?7, 88, notc 3.
3l P. 2, l, 70 tun-r¡! 3rene4ãdithib discussed in Cardona 1976,261f .
32 Scharfe 197?, 88f.
33 Wirhout going inro denils, I refer to an unpublishcd paper read by J. Bronkhorst at ICÀNAS in
Hamburg 1986.
34 See also the discussion in La Vallée Poussin 1930,35ff. I ca¡urot see how Cardona (19?6, 2ó8), afier

examining the evidence and criticism mentioned abovg could conclude: '.The evidence for dating Pa4ini,

Kätyäyana and Paøñjali is not absolutely probative and depends on interprctation. However, I think there

is one cerrainty, namely rhat the evidence available hardly allows one to date Pã4ini lâter üun the early lo
mid fourth ccntury B.C."
35 Lévi t890b, 234ff, (wirh somc furthcr examples from the Gapapalha), Similar ideas \rrere s¡ated

alrcady by Btundarkar (1872a).
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unfortunately cannot be used as evidence of Indian knowledge of Greeks or of a Greek
presence in the Indian northwestem borderland beforc Alexandeç although it is by no

means impossible. As to the Greek alphabet, this was mentioned only in Kãtyãyana s

Vã¡ttika, Pârtini could have some other idea of yavananf in his mind.36 On the other
hand, Pã¡ini belonged to the orthodox rural society and the image he gives of Indian and

Northweslern society can to some extent be uæd as a source for the pre-Mauryan period,

even if it really was written only in the third century B.C. I am not claiming that it was,

only emphasizing thu it is a possibility. ttre must always keep in mind the complications
of his chronology and consider thei¡ sþificance in every case.

In addition to the chronological problems discussed above there is another difficulty
with Pa¡ini. With ¡t¡e extremely condensed si¡tra style of his work, ¡he culoral informa-
úon acrually contained in the work itself is rather meagre. On the other hand, ttre explana-

tions and examples given by later Pãninists like Patañjali and the authoß of the Kãßìkã-

vlfi contain much interesting additional information. These examples may go back even

to Pã4ini's own time, and in any case they a¡e worth noticing, but we must always keep

in mind that we do not have them from Pa¡¡ini himsef. But very often they have been
quoted as if they were, and this is bound to be a source of misguided conclusions. Seve-

ral examples are cited in the present study, and I have never referred to Pãlini himself
without checking the reference from ttre AçFdhyãyr.

The GEtapAþa is also problematic. Its characteristic form, consisting of lists, often
open ones (úk¡tigqas), makes many interpolations likely. So even if lve may suppose

that the original Gaqapaþa goes back to the times of Pãnini himself or near to him,
especially anything thu is not situated at the beginning of a list may come from a later

Period.37

2, The tuthalãstra

The Arthaía$ra of Kau¡ilya is in any case later than our period, so that here I can be

rather brief. The text has often been taken as an important source for the Mauryan period,

and as such it could have contained much which could be applied even to eadier times.
But its date has always been a matter of controversy, and now the studies of Scharfe,

Trautman and Goyal3E have deñnitely confirmed a late date, perhaps in the fint century
A.D. or even later. It was not a work written by a minister of Candragupta Maurya and it
cannot be taken as a reliable account of the Mauryan period (or even of the theory as it
36Cf. Konow 193?,5.
37 On the Ganapãtha ud its problems see Ca¡dona 1976, l&f . and especially Sch¿rfc 197?, l02ff.
38 Scharfe 1968, Trar¡tman l97l and Goyal 1985.
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was taughr during the Mauryan period), though much of it may originally be derived from

,n, Oruory- period. The conclusions Stein derived from his comparison between Mega-

,iirn6 and Kau¡ilya, and the significant differences between them, are thus con-

firmed.39
yet ArthasAstra and many other later texts are not wholly unusable even in a study

dealing with the pre-Mauryan period. V/hen it is important to exclude any possibility of

iate. Aenetopments and influences, they cannot be used, but often this is not needed' In

India, as well as in other countries, ancient society was slow to change in normal condi-

tions. In chapters Vtr.-VIII. there will be several cases where evidence is collected from

sources ranging over more than two millennia. The point may be to establish that some

feaüre was already part of ancient Indian society or at least known to it, like for instance

falconry, and was not introduced only by Muslims. In this way we can use many Sources

ftom different periods, but even then they should include some from the eafly period, if
possible. The next period, c. 300 B.C. to 300 A.D' innoduced many nerü features into

Indian society, a¡rd often their origin can be derived from the Greek, Irania¡r and Central

Asian peoples we so often find invading India from the Northwest'

3. Epics

It is more or less a consensus among Indologists that the Mahãbhãrâta was gradually

shaped during a long period extending perhaps four centuries either side of the beginning

of the \Vestern era (400 B.C. to 400 A.D.) and took its more or less final form in a

recension of the Gupta period.4O This recension is often considered, and with good

groun{s, as the ultimate text fgrm we can attempt to reach by means of textual criticism'

In practiCe, even this is often beyond our reach, and in only A few cases can we con-

fidently say of a passûge that this is the definite form it had already 1500 yeârs ago.

As to the second grcat epic, the common opinion is¡haf RamAyaqa similarly acquired

its final recension in the Gupta period. It also contains different snatq but here there is a

main story that can easily be seen and the whole is a much more coherent one than the

Mahabhnata, It is also somewhat younger ttran the other epic, though it contains some

very old material.4l Vahfki as the author of the Rãmãya{la is not such a completely

vague figure as Vyãsa for the MahAbhArata. Yet the first and last book are commonly

39 S¡ein 1922.
40 Sce e.g. Van Buitenen's Int¡oduclion to the Mbh t¡anslaúon, p' XXIVf' See also his summary of úe

Westem studies on Mbh, ibid. p. XXXIff. Agrawala 1956,zfn. quotes sevcral examples of Gupn

material in ahc Mahebhãrata, bvl s8csses on page ? that there is nothing later than this' Thc old

discussion by Wintemitz (1903, 389ff') is still worth reading.

4l For a summary of the problcms of dating lhe Rãmãyaf,a, see Coldman's introduction to the R

uanslation, p. l4ff.
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thought to be laûer additions.
Recently Goldman has srated that the oldest parts of the Rãmaya4a come from no

later than the sixth century 8.C., and even pofions of the first book belong in the early
founh century 8.C.42 But atthough it is true that the geographical and political milieu
points to this period, and thus there might have been a kind of proto-text then, on the
other hand the present text also contains later elements. And anyway, as Goldman himself
states, his dates depend on the date of the Buddha (4g6 B.c.), and must rherefore be
corected according to what is said in chapter VI.5. There is also the difficulty of giving
too great an antiquity to the Mahebhãrata,when stylistic criteria clearly point to an older
due than that of the other epic.

Therefore, we cannot ascribe any great antiquity to any of the two epics in the form
we have them. On the other hand, their individual parts are of different age and some
might go back to a very early period. Some might indeed, but some certainly do not. ob-
viously the main story in both must be old, but not always in the fbrm it has come to us.
Among less critical schola¡s there is often a tendency to think that as parts of the
Mahabhúataprobably go back about 400 B.C. (or still earlier), we are entitled to select
for this g¡ear antiquity precisely those passages \ ¡e want to us€ as evidenc¿ for the eady
period. Of course ttris is not a sound method. We should somehow ry and ascertain the
real age (or at least the relative age) of our passages indeperulently of the context in which
they are used as evidence. Often this is not eæy.

In some cases tl¡e cultural elements contained may give some help. Thus it has been
noted that epic descriprions of ciries (like Ayodhyân Rãmãyala I) - with all the poetic
stereotypes - correspond to the sti¡pa reliefs of the second century B.C. Both reflect the
same stereotypic idea of a city, and it clearly belongs to Mauryan and post-Mauryan
times.43 As the fully urbanized period only began with the Maurya dynasty, such
passages cannot be given any greater antiquity. But they may also easily have been added
to the text.

Then there is the archaeological approach used by Lal.44 Excavations at the sites
corresponding to those mentioned in the epics have brought ttre interesting result thu
occupation at the Mahãbhåratan sites begins with painted Grey Ware,a5 while at the
Rãmãyaqic sites it only began in the early stage of Northem Black-polished wa¡e. From
this Lal infers approximare dates in the second half of the ninth century B.c. for the
Mahãbhùata, and in the early seventh century B.c. for the Ramayaea. But here an
important modification must be made. When Lal seems to think that ¡hese daæs are related
to a "historical kemel" of the epics, I think we should insæad think of an original frame of
oral nadition which later gave rise to the epics. The situuion seems to be analogous to
Homeric epics, the lliad rcflectng the bronze age society of the laæ second millennium
42 Introduc¡.ion to ùe ß translation, p. 22.
43 Erdosy 1985, 9Of' sec also Vasil'kov 19g2, S3f,
4 Summariz¡d in t¿¡ l98l, but see also Vasil'kov 19g2, 51,5E and passim.
45 According to Parpola (l984a, 457) MDl¡ sites are not menúoned in the Sañh¡rå and Brâhma¡a
texß,
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8.C., but without being any historical source of this age, while the Odyssey belongs to a

later age. Another problem is that it is not so clear how reliably we can identify the few

places mentioned in the Rãmãyana.46 Still Dr. Lal's study is a very useful contribution

to the ePic question.

There are other means too. We should use internal criticism to try and ascertain the age

and textual reliability of each particular passage. Not a great deal has been done on this

line, the very massiveness of the Mahãbhãrara in particular makes it necessary that

textual srudies are mostly restricted to individuat passages, and with the present study we

cannot go very deeply into the problems involved. The most general division is of course

into ba¡dic and Brahmanic passages, and it is also quite obvious that the central story

itself must be fairly old, But some vefy old passages can be included even in the

Brahmanic passages, and as to the central story, it is not always clear that ùe extant form

we have is necessarily a reliable heritage of the oldest epic phase. The outlines of the story

certainly are, but what about the individual passages?47

An interesting and for us important part of the epics are the various lists of peoples

and countries like the digvijaya of Yudhiçthira and the search of SftA. It has been

suggested that the catalogue form used here is a characteristic of great antiquity.4S But

there afe two serious objections. Fhst, the cualogue form is not necessarily a mark of

antiquity as such, but of oral transmission, and this has probably had an important place

in the history of the greu epics for a very long time. We can also note that features of oral

composition were often used at the manuscript stage, tog, so that the boundary is very

difficult to d¡aw.49 On the other hand, lists and catalogues, however old they may be,

arc very likely to atrract interpolations. In westem or northem directions all geographical

lists contain names clearly belonging to the early centuries 4.D.50 and according to

Agrawata the yavadvrpañ saptañjyopasobh¡tarh in the search of Sltã belongs to a period

after the third or the fourth century A.D. (Gupta period).st And yet the lists were

6 Wirhout going into details I refer ro rhc interesting studies of Bakker (198ó, lff,), who conclude's that

old Sakera was identified with thc mythical capital of Rama only in the fìfth century A.D.
47 I canno¡ herc do bctter than quore ùe old verdict of Winrcmiø (1908, 399): "Es folgt aus all dcm die

wichúgc læhre, d¿ss inWir*lichk¿it das Alter eircs jeden Stilck¿s des Mahúbhùrah, j4 eims ieden ein-

zelrcn Verses filr sich bestinmt werden muss, und dass Aussprüche wie 'Das kommt scåotr im Mahä'

bhãrara vor' keinerlei Berechtigung und in chronologischer Bezichung gar keinen Sinn haben. Um so

weniger Berechtigung hat es, mit dem Mah¡bhãraa als Ganzem bcstimmte Zeitangabcn zu verbinden, als

nicht nur in entschieden 'alten' Partienjüngere Einschiebungcn stâtlgefunden habcn, sondem auch ebcnso

oft in 'jüngeren' Particn sich sehr alle Stilcke findcn." To this we can only add that now we have the grcat

help of the critical edirion which Winæmitz lackcd (but tried vigorously lo amend). But srill the critical

edirion is not a ñnal text (and th¡s is Fue also for ttß Rlm1yaea) but just a good basis for further

tcxtual studies. Such studies can still greatly improve ou¡ unclenunding of the ancient Indian Epics.

Without adding ro my long list of referenccs I would like to mention here the rccen| Rùrnãyaø¿ s¡udies

of Dr. Brockington.
48 h,stás 1983, 206 and 1986, 262.
49 Bakke¡ lorthcaming passim (mostly with Purana material).
50 E.g. in the Digvijayaparvan of Mbh (2, nfÐ such names as the Harahu0as and the Pailavas a¡e

mcntioned in the west (ch. 29), in ¡he south pcrhaps even Antioch and Rome (2,28,49, sec &lgerton

1938).
51 Agrawala 195ó, 4 refening 1o R 4, 39,28bc.
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probably part of the epics much earlier and also contain much older marerial.
Vy'e may conclude by noting how futile the often attempted idea to find out a historical

kemel in the Indian epics is likely to be. of course there may very well be such a kemel,
but the possibility of finding urd disceming the original, historical elements among the
later elements is slight. If we take the supposed eight hundred years or so for the gradual
(and oral!) formation of rhe Mahabttãrata, it is clear that such a kemel must be completely
distofed at the end'52 And of course there is always the possibility that instead of a
historical kemel the great epic is purely mythical in its origins. But if ttris is not accepted -
and personally I am not much inclined to do so - the analysis of the epic text and its
possible historical elements (especially in the case of the Mahãbhaata) must always take
into account the oral origin of epic poetry. A comparison with what is known about oral
or originally oral epic traditions elsewhere (such cases as Homer, South Slavonian epics,
Russian Bylinas etc.) is here of essential value. But when such an analysis may succeed
in finding out historical elements and layers (rather than ..kemel'),53 

the chronological
problems involved reduce their value for our present study.

4. The Dharmas&çtra

Among the extensive dharma literature the part chronologically best suited for comparison
with early Greek sources on India is without doubt the Vedic Dharmasftrras. They will be
discussed as a part of the vedic corpus in chapter vI.6. As for the later Dharma texts,
there is no question that all of them are of later date, most of them so much so that it is
best to ignore them at present. However, t shall at times quote the oldest texts, not as
contemPorary material, but in order to show tha¡ something was an established practice or
at least known in traditional Hindu society.54

The Mãnavadharmalãstraand the yãjñavalkyadharmaßãstnare commonly agreed to
be the two oldest representatives of the Dharma6ãstra, and these two texts will be con-
sidered here. As so often in Indian literary history, there are no exact dates for them, and
probably never will be. Tradition claims a very great antiquity for them, scholars have
been more cautious. For the first, a date extending from the second century B.C. to rhe
second A.D. has been suggested;55 ¡ot Yajñavalkya, the third or fourth century A.D. or
52 see the short, but interesring paper by Vekerdi (1974). For an altempt to find a ncw solution to thehistorical origin of the main story of thc Mahãbhãratâ sec parpola l9E4a, 453ff, discussed by me invm3.
53 See Vasil'kov 1982.
54 Likc falconry in chaprer Vll.2.

]]J:"gir 1920,48g quoring Bührer, who is arso, afrer a rhorough examinat¡on, supported by Kane(1968, 327tr.).
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even later.56 It has also been pointed out that the Dharmasãstras are in fact slowly

crystallized end products of eady dharma schools'

In some cases I have also refened to the commentators on Manu, like Medhâtithi (9th

century A.D.) and Kull0ka (between 1150 and 1300).57 They belong to such a late

period that they can even be dated, and they afe about one and a half millennia later than

our Greet soufces. Thus, they have been consulted for only two feasons: to find a pro-

bable explanarion for some unclear passage of Manu a¡rd to show thal some pfactice was

an established part of Hindu society u least in the pre-Islamic period.

VL Indian Sourccs

56 Wintemiø 1920, 498. A somewhat oldcr date is suggested by Kane

"Thcre is nothing to prcvent us from holding that the exønt smpi was

5. Buddúst literatwe

There was a time when everything seemed to be clear. The death of the Buddha was

established, sometimes it has even been called the first fixed d4e in Indian history'5t g¡

course this tilas an exaggerarion, the first fixed date is the expedition of Alexander, which

also gives quite a good starting point for the chronology of the Mauryas'

Leaving out the various naditional dates still culrent in Buddhist countries' it was for a

long time believed by most scholars that the death of the Buddha took place sometime in

the early fifth century, probably about 480 8.C.59 Yet this "coÍ€cted longer chrono-

logy" based on the (unconected) Theravâda Buddhist tradition has never been the only

one, there are also attempts to establish the "short chronology", which is already found in

most of the Buddhist sources in Sanskrit and Chinese.60 Therefore, it has been accepted

in Japan by Buddhists as well as by scholars,ól In the'West, too' the shorter chronology

has always found advocates, though the olcler ones provided defective afguments' This

chronology has been propounded e'g'by \ùy'estergaard (1860)' Kem (1875)' E'J'

Thomas (1946), C.G. Mendis (lg4't), Eggermont (1969t1971) and Bechert (19821

1986).62 It would be superfluous and take too much space to fepeat the afguments so

well presented by Eggermont and especially Bechert. After their studies I do not think that

(1968, 442ff.), who concludes:

composed during the first two

ccnturies of the Christian era or cvcn a littlc ea¡lie¡" (ibid' 447)'

57 Dates according to Derrctt 1973'49.
58 cf. Bechert 19s6,3f.
59 Various calculations have given 471,418,480, 483, 486 and 487 (Bechert 1986, 4). Bechert 1986'

5ff. and espccially Zff. summarizes lhe various argumenß brought forlh for ùesc'

0 Evidence summariz.ed in l¿mottc 195E, 14f. and Bechen 1986' 43f.

6l Bechett 1986,,{4ff'
62 For Westergaard see Bcchert 1986, ?, for Kem his own t875, for Thomas and Mendis Bechert 1986'

lg, for Eggermont his own 1969,94ff., l9?1, 69ff. and l9?9, 55ff. and for Bechert his own 1982 and

r98ó.
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the longer chronology can be maintained anymore.

Unforn:nately, the short chronology does not give us any reliable date for the death of
the Buddha. Various Buddhist sources date the coronation of ASoka (268 B.C.) variously
70, 100, I l6 or 160 posú nimãqam, whilst one Chinese ranslation seems to indicate 290
B.c. as the date of nirvã{ra.63 Modern scholars following the short chronology have
suggested many dates mostly in the fourth century, but the actual evidence seems ro be

insufficient for any exact darc.64 V/ith caution Bechert remarks that the exact date is
probably impossible to discover. Yet it must be at least ten or twenty years before the
expedition of Alexander, but perhaps not earlier, which means sometime in the mid-fourth
century 8.C.65 Still more cautiously we can say that the Buddha probably died at least
hundred years later than the common opinion has supposed.

This conclusion has fa¡-reaching consequences as so many dates and chronological
hypotheses of ancient India depend on the date of the Buddha. Many dates must be
moved about a century later. Above all, this applies to the canonical texts of Buddhism. It
is well-known that the various canonical texts have their origin in different periods, the
latest pats being much younger than ASoka.6ó And though the oldest parts most pro-
bably contain material from the Buddha's lifetime, their final redaction was only after his
death. It is often a difficult tæk to say with certainty which part reflects faithfully the time
of the Buddha and which has acquired its final form in later redaction. And in any case,
the lifetime of the Buddha can no longer be extended to the sixth cenn¡ry. A reference to
the Greeks (yona) and the Kambojas apparently as northwestem peoples in the
Majjhimnikãya(Assalãyanasufúa) suits well wirh the larer due.67

A special case in canonic literature and because of its contents a very important one for
present study are the Jatakas. As is well known, only the verses (gâthãs) are considered
as canonical, while the prose is a commentary, the lâtakalthavaltganã, traditionally
ascribed to Buddhaghosa (5th century A.D.). But it seems that rhis ascription is ruher
arbitrary, and few scholars take it seriously. Perhaps the prose is written somewhat earlier
than Buddhaghosa, and certainly old material is included in it. But when ir is said that
some Jãtakas may go back to a time even beyond the Buddha himself, we must be
cautious. This is not impossible, but there must be good grounds for such an æsumption.
Here it is important to see if the prose is morc or less consistent with the verses (which is
not always the case).6E

We must not pass over Jainism and its founder. Mahãvfra was an elder contemporary
and rival of the Buddha; therefore, an aÍempt to change the chronology of the latter must
necessarily be noted with respect to the former. In fact, this has already been done by
ó3 Bechert 1986, 55f.,43 and 41.
& See thc discussion in Bechen 1986, lgff., Mff . and S2ff.
65 Bechert 1986, 39 and 52ff. Bechen lìnds a hundrcd years before A6oka's co¡onation too round a
numbcr, as it indeed is. This (368 B.C.) was Eggermont's choice (1971, 75 and 1979,56f,), bur in a lelrer
hs informs me that he is now considering st¡ll later dates.
6 Sec e.g. Bechcrtl986, 38.
67 Bechert 1986, 54f.
6E See e.g. Alsdorf 1977, 30.
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Eggermont and Bechert, and the founduions of the Jaina chronology (as far as they are

independent of the Buddhist chronology) have tumed out to be as weak as those of the

Buddhist chronology.69

6.Veda

On the whole, the Vedic chronology is very problematic. In standard textbooks we often

read of a traditional system of subsequent periods for the Rigveda, later Sarhhitãs,

Brãhma4as and Sútras, each period lasting at least two hundred years (and the Sutra
period more). As the Veda including the Upaniçads precedes Buddhism and the Buddha,

the dates are counted back from c. 500 B.C. Of course, it is not as easy as this. This

chronology hails from Max Müller, who proposed it as early as 1859. It was a good

working hypothesis but no more than that, and this was expressly stated by Max Müller
himself. But in the abænce of any better it has been refened to ever since, and nowadays

it is often considered as a "common opinion of scholars", æ an established theory or even

a fact.

There are, or seems to be, only a few fixed points in the Vedic chronology, and un-

fortunately they are linked to Pã4ini or to the Buddha. As we have al¡eady seen the dates

of these two are anything but settled, and in addition their relation to Veda has also been

questioned. Though it is difñcult to connect Pã{rini deñnitely with some text or text
group, Thieme and others have succeeded to some extent in this.?0 But we still cannot

draw chronological conclusions at all easily.Tl And even if we could, a terminus ad
quem obtained with the help of Pã4ini is not very useful in as much as the date of Panini

himself cannot be definitely fixed.

It is also too simple to say tha¡ Buddhism presupposes the Veda as a whole, as it is a

reaction against it. Most of the Veda - the ritual itself and the ritual texts - is rather

i¡relevant to Buddhism and is not often mentioned in Buddhist texs.72 It is the Upani-

$ads which are somehow related to Buddhism, and as they presuppose an older strua of
the Vedic corpus, a chronological sequence is ohained. But even if it is accepted as such,

'*,e must note two points. Though a general idea about the Buddha and his doctrine nay
perhaps be formed, there are very few points where we can say thu this or that particular

@ Eggermont 1979,5?ff. and Bechen 1983 and 1986, 14lff.
70 Scharfe l9?7, l0ó and Brucker 1980, 6lf.
?l Without going inþ denils I refer to Bronkhorst's unpublished paper I menl.ioned in connection with
Pagini. After a criticism of eristing attcmpts to antedate most of thc Vedas (including Yæka) to
Pa4ini, he concluded that the Vedic dales must probably be put forward by some two or three centuries. In
the subsequent lively discussion it was rightly stressed thât at least the begiming of the Veda cannot be
put fonrrard.
?2 This was also pointed out by Bronkhorst.
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passâge hails from the Buddha himself. This means that the Upani¡ads perhaps precede

only the canonical Buddhist texts, and in some cases this could even bring us to the first

century B.C. In any case, the new Buddha chronology necessarily puts forward any dUe

based on his daæs by about a century.

But can we really say rhat the end of the Upaniçads coincides with the life of the

Buddha? It is probably not too much to suppose that ideas, like those proposed in the

Upaniçads, were known in his times, but this does not necessarily mean that our texts

were already written.T3 It has be¿n pointed out that the link between the Buddha and the

Upaniçads was even at best weak and distant (not necessarily in the temporal sense).74 ¡¡

was indeed, While Buddhism represents the new urban heterodoxy, the Upanigads

belong to the conservative and onhodox rural world. As far as Buddhism and the Upani-

çads represent the same trend at all, the latter are an orthodox compromise. We must also

be cautious in supposing a knowledge of a single text when we frnd identical tenets (but

no clea¡ quotation), The tenets were probably not exclusively Upaniçadic, but a more

general cultural property,T5 we simply have not got other texts than tt¡e Upanigads'

Therefore, it is very difficult to date definitely the late Vedic periods. Probably the two

centuries of Max MÍiller were really the lowest limit. The differences, philological, reli-

gious as well as social, between different sFata of the Vedic corpus ar€ so great that we

can easily add to its duration, even if the beginning cannot be postponed. The archaic

language,T6 the close parallels with kanian and with the Mimnni Aryans, the still westem

(the Indus and the Pañjab) geographical setting, the remarkably archaic religion,TT even

the (still somewhat ambiguous) arcaeological evidenc¿7E - with all this one can hardly

deny the naditional date sometime in the second half of the second millennium B.C. (if
not even earlier) for the oldest part ofthe corpus,the Rigveda. Incontestable is also the

general statement that the corpus came into being in several at least partly subsequent

periods, though there wa.s certainly some overlapping, too. It is perhaps still safe to place

the later Sarhhitãs and even the Brãhma4as in the first half of the 6rst millennium B.C.

Consequently, they also necessarily precede any contact with the Greeks.79

?3 cf. Cftan¿ra's ståtement: "There cånnot be much doubt that the oldest and most important Upaniçads

- the B¡hadara¿yaka, the Chãndogya, arú the Aitareya, in particular - were pre-Buddhistic, l/tott8å

not in tluir frnatb redocted lorm" (Chandra l97l , 317 , my emphasis)' Chandra takes up interesting

poinls but after them he still mncludes üut the Upar,içads were pre-Buddhistic (Ibid' 323).
74 Clrandra 1971, 320f.
75 cf. ct¡ar¡d¡a 197 l, 322f .
?6 It was not fully understood anymore even in ùe later Vcdic times. Thus, at rhe time of thc codiñ-

cation of the RV, the prosody of its language was no longcr fully understood, and the autlor of thc S8

(l t, 5, l) had grea difñculties in understanding tìe Puräravas-UrvaSf hymn.
?? The lively pantheon of the RV as opposed to the alldominating sacriñce of laler periods, not to

speak of the spectlation of the Upanisads and heterodox docrincs like Buddhism'
7t See e.g. Allchin & Allchin 1982, lndex s,v. Rigveda and Parpota (19E8, 204ff. and 2llff.,
especially 216f.), who identifies the DAsa fons conqucrod by Rigvedic Aryans as the fortiñcd villages of
Brcue Age Bæria and Margiana (Namazga V period c. I 800-1300 B C.).
79 Unfonunately, the Veda as the only literary source for early India gives us a very ftagmentary picture

as it rcflecs borh socially and geographically a small scction of what we oftcn lhink of as ancient India.
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It is thus with the Upaniçads and the Sûtras that the real difficulty a¡ises. As was al-

ready pointed out, even the so-called classical Upaniçads may be later than is commonly

supposed, but the Upaniçads afe not important to us in this srudy. As to the Sütras, thei¡

period is necessarily very long, extending at least to the first halfofthe first millennium

A.D. But the oldest Sätras still belong to the pre-Mauryan period, and therefore are the

best possible source for comparisons with the early Creek sor¡rces in India. In some cases

the dates must perhaps be put somewhat later than is usually thought, but this does not

change too much as the Sütras are conservative works of an onhodox rural society with a

definite prejudice against and even a hate for the towns, their increasing wordly power,

the rising capitalism of their artisans a¡rd traders, a¡rd the new elements of their social life,

such as the mixing of class rankings and heterodox doctrines.

Fortunately, it is just the Sutras where we ca¡r sometimes find the kind of material we

are looking for. The G¡hya and especially the Dharmasuras give a lively picture of rural

high class (Brahman) society and prejudices. Of coune, it is important to keep in mind

that they do not describe the society as it actually was, instead they paint an ideal picmre

of society as the orthodox Brahmans would like to have it, But often we can read between

the lines: what was strictly condemned clearly also existed.So

There seems to be a general agreement that the oldest of the extant Dharmasi¡tras is

Gautama" who is mentioned as an authority by Baudhdyana and Væ¡¡ha.8t There is a

problematic passage stating that children bom of a Brahman man and a Yavana woman

are Sodras.82 But this is not conclusive, as the pa.ssage may be an interpolation, but may

also indicate an early contact with the Greeks,83 If we follow Wintemitz as the exponent

of the traditional view, Ãpastamba should belong to the fifth or fourth century 8.C.,84

rurd Baudhãyana is somewhat older.85 For Vãsiçfha rWinternitz says only that he must be

later than Gautama, Kane gives him a definitely later date.86 The last of the imponant

With the later phase wc havc additional evidence f¡om Buddhist and other sources, but for the carly period

it is wise to keep in mind the words Przyluski (1927 , 184) wrote down long a8o: *On voudrait expliquer

I'Lnde enúère par le veda ct l'on oublie que les hymnes védiques nc rcßè¡cnt qu'incomplètemcnt une

civilisation dójà complcxc." But ttris early period does not concern us much here.
80 An inleresting contras! is seen in a comparison between the ideal society of ¡he Dhârmasütras and

Dharmasãstras, and the society as givcn in the cpics, nor to speak of the Áfl¡ajllstra. In spite of the

ofhodox garb the epics are oftcn given by their redactors, they contain much which was clearly against

thc Dharma ideal. Think for instance how the PåSdus broke all the established laws of chivalry and

even Rãma is not faultless in this respect. There a¡e also thc ficrce Bh¡gus, and they were Brahmans (for

them, see Goldman 19?7).
8l Winæmiu 1920, 481. Its datc has bcen discussed by Kane (1968, 22ff.), who concludes that it is not

latcr ¡han l¡00 to 4ü) B.C. (¡àid. 36).
82 G aut D h 4, 2 I p ireSeveyevelrten4 erü dr-eñ cùü dretyelc.
83 Bühlcr (Inrroduction ro SBE II, lvi) suggests an interpolation, Kanc (1968, 35f.) sugg,ests an carly

knowlcdgc of thc Grccks. For peraSava, which might dorote the Persians, see Mayrhofer s'v.
84 Winæmirz 1920,480 quoring Bilhler. Kane (1968, 53ff.) ends up with the same date (45G-350 B.C.),

adding "when the Mmühsã system had already becn founded" (iå¡d. 70),
85 W¡ntemitz 1920, 481. Kane (1968, 38ff,) concludes üÞt hc must be tater than Gaurama and suggests

a date between 600 and 300 B.C. (ibid. 52).
36Winrcrnitz 1920,481f. and Kane 1968,94ff. According ¡o Kane (¡Drd. 105) it is "tentatively
assigned to the period between 3ü)-100 8.C."
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Dharmasütras, the vìçqu-sm¡ti, is already later, at least in its extant form, where both
Manu and Yajñavalkya are quoæd.87 When there are clear arguments in some cases for
an intemal chmnology, an absolute chronology is very difficult to find.88

Brucker's long discussion of the chronology of the sutras is based on internal
relations between the texts.89 As far æ the Dharmasitttas arc concemed he divides ttrem
into three g¡oups. The ñrst and oldest contains Gautamg Harna and Baudh[yana, the
second group contains Ãpastamba, Sankhalikhita, Satyaçã{ha (Hira4yake$in) and
vãsiç¡h¡.90 An absolute chronology is gained accepring Bflhlers c. 450 B.c. for
Ãpastamba, who is then preceded by the first group, and is himself the oldes member of
the second.9l

The contents of the Dharmasi¡tras also give some evidence which can be used in
attempts to date them. They contain informuion related to material culture and social
history, and interesting parallels are often offered by other disciplines like archaeology.
Among such anempß we can note Smith, who compared the fiscal and monetary accounts
(including taxes, monopolies, duties, coinage, loans and inærest) of the Dharmasüüas
and constructed accordingly an intemal and even absolute chronology, corroborued with
other kinds of informarion, for insrance military (knowledge and use of the chariot,
cavalry and elephants). Thus he finds approximate dates for the four clæsical works
which follow: Gautama c. 500 8.C., Baudhâyana c. 430 8.C., Vãsiçtha c. 330 B.C. and
Ãpastamba in the late third century B.C. in Andh¡a counry.92 On the other hand, the
anachronistic and idealistic (rural and Brahman) character of the works - of which Smith
was fully conscious - as well as the development of archaeology and economic history in
the last thirty years weakens these absolute dates, and a diffeænt set of evidence may even
make the intemal chronology seem different. Still, we can with some probability ascribe
part of the Dharmastltras and much of the information contained in most of them (leaving
out some lue specimens like the Vl.s¡tu) to the pre-Mauryan period.

8? Winterni¿ lg2},482f . and Kane l9ó8, I l2ff., both with more argumenui for its latc date. Accord¡ng
to Kane (ibid. 125), the original vaiç4avadharmasiltamay betong to a period 300 B,c. - l0o A.D.,
"rhe presenr inflated texd'to 400-600 A.D.
EE Kanc 196E, 52: "Atl th€se dates are more or less tcnralive and there is no ñnality about them at lcast
at Feseot."
89 Brucker lg8o,42ff .For a tablc of ¡he relarions bcrween ùe Dhårmåsi¡tras se,e ibid. 49.
9oBrucker 1980,59.
9l Brucker 1980,59ff.
92 sm¡rh rgsl, lg2fî.
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